Preliminary Bronze - Tango
Bronze 1 has easy steps with an introduction to style and technique, this style and

technique is best introduced while the steps are easy.

Video clips of these steps are free for all 5th Avenue Dance Students
Non students of 5th Avenue Dance, video clips of these steps come with any technique
video purchased.
1a

Tango Basic Step

1b

Outside Basic

2a

Promenade Basic Turning Left

2b

Promenade Basic Turning Right

Learn at home - $40 per technique video
Each video comes with a Live online review and correction, or in studio check and correction
These points are the points your teacher is or will work on. If you are not sure, what you
need or what you are ready for, please ask your teacher.

3rd Step Size and Timing (Basic) (video B1Ta)
See First:
Social Ease Tango – Staccato
Even though the count for Tango is: Slow Slow Quick Quick Slow
The first 3 Steps are the same size and timing
How is that possible (and very necessary)???
This video show you how
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Left & Right Turn (video B1Tb)
This is an explanation so you know what is a right turn and what is a left turn
Not just in Tango, but all dances, all the time
This technique while easy if it is overlooked there will always be a question mark about “Am I
turning the correct way?”

Partnership in Promenade Left & Right
(video B1Tc)
Learning here how to use “corridors” for partnership in Promenade
There is a “it will do” way. Then with a little learning, understanding and practice there is the
“right” way. This is the right way!
This video is stand alone for tango, and will teach you easily the right way to close of
Promenades in Tango and give you options in Foxtrot and Waltz

Promenade Right 2nd Step - Partnership
(video B1Td)
See First:
Preliminary Bronze Tango – 3rd Step Size & Timing
Social Ease Tango - Partnership in Promenade Left & Right
This video will help balance, timing (and size) for on the 2nd step into the 3rd Step of the
Promenade Right. Men have a lot to do here and Ladies, once the Men are doing, you have
to do your 3rd Step properly
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